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Abstrat
The bottom of the main sequene hosts objets with fundamentally dif-
ferent properties. At masses of about 0.3M⊙, stars beome fully on-
vetive and at about 0.08M⊙ the hydrogen-burning main sequene ends;
less massive objets are brown dwarfs. While stars and brown dwarfs
experiene very dierent evolutions, their inner struture has relatively
little impat on the atmospheres. The generation of magneti elds and
ativity is obviously onneted to the threshold between partial and om-
plete onvetion, beause dynamo mehanisms involving a layer of shear
like the solar αΩ-dynamo must ease. Hene a hange in stellar ativity
an be expeted there. Observations of stellar ativity do not onrm a
rapid break in ativity at the onvetion boundary, but the fration of
ative stars and rapid rotators is higher on the fully onvetive side.
I summarize the urrent piture of stellar ativity and magneti eld
measurements at the bottom of the main sequene and present reent
results on rotational braking beyond.
1 Introdution
Low-mass stars and sub-stellar objets are fasinating astrophysial labora-
tories aeted by various physial proesses. The inner struture of low-mass
stars undergoes two very interesting phase transitions that seriously inuene
their struture and evolution. The rst transition ours around 0.35M⊙
(spetral type ≈ M3.5, main-sequene eetive temperature ≈ 3500K); stars
less massive are ompletely onvetive while more massive stars possess an
inner radiative zone similar to the Sun. Beause the solar (interfae) dynamo
is losely related to the shear layer between the two regions (the taholine,
Ossendrijver, 2003), ooler stars laking a taholine annot maintain suh
a Sun-like interfae dynamo. The seond important threshold ours around
0.08M⊙, the dividing line between stars and brown dwarfs. Less massive ob-
jets do not produe enough heat in their interior to ignite stable hydrogen
fusion (e.g., Chabrier & Barae, 2000). They keep ooling while ontrating
whih makes them wander through later and later spetral lasses getting
fainter and fainter.
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The spetral appearane of low mass stars is governed by two atmospheri
phase transitions. As temperature drops in the atmospheres of ool stars,
moleules start to form around eetive temperatures of some 4000K. At
about 2500K, dust grains rain out making the (sub)stellar atmospheres even
more omplex, and the growing neutrality of the atmosphere entirely hanges
its physial properties.
Understanding the physis of objets at and beyond the bottom of the
main sequene is partiularly hallenging beause these objets are relatively
diult to observe. Although many are lose by they are so dim that large
telesopes are neessary to unover their serets. Most of our knowledge about
the physis of stars omes from spetrosopy. Spetra of ultra-ool objets,
however, are dominated by moleular absorption, and isolated spetral lines
suitable for detailed investigation  a standard in hotter stars  are hardly
available.
The physial rihness of the bottom at the main sequene and the obser-
vational problems are niely summarized in the review by Liebert & Probst
(1987) several years before the rst brown dwarf was even disovered. In the
20 years sine then large aperture telesopes and muh improved observing
failities, sensitive to infrared wavelengths, revealed a huge amount of infor-
mation on low-mass objets. Not only have we learned that brown dwarfs are
atually reality, we have also seen that their formation mehanism as well as
their omplex atmospheres are indeed as diult to understand as expeted
by Liebert & Probst (1987). The history of brown dwarf observations and our
knowledge about them is reviewed for example in the artiles by Basri (2000),
Kirkpatrik (2005), and Chabrier et al. (2005). Here, I will not try to give a
omprehensive update on the bottom of the main sequene. I will rather fous
on one point: Does the physially important threshold to omplete onvetion
have visible eets on low-mass stars?
1.1 Convetion in the HR-diagram
The presene of onvetion governs a star's ability to maintain signiant
magneti elds that are the reason for the wide range of phenomena sum-
marized as magneti ativity. In the absene of an (outer) onvetion zone,
no dynamo an generate magneti ux anywhere lose to the surfae so that
fossil elds are the most plausible andidates for the strong magneti elds
observed in hot stars as for example Ap-stars.
In Fig. 1, I show an HR-diagram with pre-main sequene evolutionary
traks taken from Siess et al. (2000). Stars plotted in this diagram are
mainly from the Hipparos atalogue (ESA, 1997) with temperatures from
Taylor (1995), Cayrel de Strobel (1997), or onverted from uvbyβ-olors from
Hauk & Mermilliod (1998). Additional low-mass stars are taken from Bessel
(1991) and Leggett (1992). For the interesting question of stellar dynamos
and their interation with rotation, the question whether stars have onvetive
envelopes or are fully onvetive is essential. I have indiated in Fig. 1 regions
in the HR-diagram where stars have outer onvetive envelopes (green) and
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Figure 1: HR-diagram with evolutionary traks from Siess et al. (2000).
Regions where stars have outer onvetive shells are indiated in green olor,
stars oupying the blue region are ompletely onvetive. The ZAMS is
shown with a red line.
where they are ompletely onvetive (blue) during pre-main sequene evolu-
tion and on the main sequene (Siess et al. 2000). The temperature region
at whih stars develop a onvetive shell is around 58006500K, this is gov-
erned by the ionization of hydrogen. On the main sequene, the threshold to
omplete onvetion happens around Teff = 3500K but at muh higher tem-
peratures in younger stars. Essential information on the nature of Sun-like
and fully onvetive dynamos an be expeted by investigating ativity lose
to these two thresholds.
1.2 An extended HR-diagram
During the last years, temperature alibrations of low-mass objets of spe-
tral lass L and T beame available (Dahn et al. 2002; Golimowski et al.
2004). We an use this new information to extend the HR-diagram towards
the oolest known objets. Fig. 2 shows an HR-diagram overing temperatures
well below 1000K. Additional evolutionary traks from Barae et al. (1998
and 2002) are shown. The temperatures from Dahn et al. (2002) were shifted
by 400K to the hot side in order to ahieve onsisteny (see Golimowski et al
2004). The evolutionary trak for a 0.08M⊙ objet is plotted as a thik line. It
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Figure 2: Extended HR-diagram inluding very low-mass objets. Evolution-
ary traks from Barae et al. (1998 and 2002) are added. The evolution of
an 0.08M· star is shown with a blak line.
demonstrates a ruial feature in the analysis of brown dwarfs; beause hydro-
gen burning annot stabilize them, brown dwarfs beome ooler and dimmer
during their entire lifetime. They never maintain a onstant temperature over
a (osmologially) long period. In other words, a ertain temperature is not
indiative of a ertain mass in very low mass objets (VLMs), and beause the
transition from stars to brown dwarfs is not abrupt, objets of temperatures
around 2500  3100K an either be old stars or young brown dwarfs.
The luminosity of main sequene stars hotter than about 4000K is delin-
ing smoothly. In the brown dwarf regime, i.e. at temperatures lower than
Teff = 2500K, the main sequene also follows a well-dened but shallower
slope. Here it oinides with the line of onstant radius, R ≈ 0.1R⊙; all
objets in this regime have approximately the same radius beause of ele-
tron degeneray. Between these two regimes, around Teff = 3500K, a step
in luminosity appears, whih was mentioned, e.g., by Hawley et al. (1996).
It ours lose to the temperature of H2-assoiation (Copeland et al. 1970),
but theoretial expetations inluding this eet dier from the observations
(e.g., D'Antona &Mazzitelli 1996; Barae & Chabrier 1996). The step around
Teff = 3500K shows a remarkable oinidene with the onset of omplete on-
vetion (p Fig. 1). Clemens et al. (1998) disuss this point and its possible
inuene on the period distributions of binaries.
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2 Rotation and magneti ativity in very low-
mass objets
The rotation-ativity relation has beome one of the more solid onepts in
stellar astrophysis. In sun-like stars, i.e. stars with an outer onvetive shell,
virtually all traers of hromospheri and oronal ativity orrelate with ro-
tation (e.g., Ayres & Linsky, 1980; Noyes et al., 1984; Simon, 2001; Pizzolato,
2003; and referenes therein). Ativity is onneted to stellar rotation in the
sense that the more rapidly a star rotates, the more emission in traers of
ativity is observed until a saturation level is reahed beyond whih emission
does not beome stronger anymore (maybe it beomes even less at very high
rotation in the supersaturation regime; e.g. Randih, 1998). The question
whether and how the rotation-ativity relation is universal for all types of
stars may be subjet of debate (e.g., Basri, 1986), but it seems lear that the
rotation period is the most important individual parameter for the generation
of magneti ativity. The general piture is that of a solar-like dynamo mainly
of α − Ω type. The eieny of magneti eld generation through this dy-
namo depends on rotation rate (or Rossby number, Durney & Latour, 1978);
more magneti ux is produed at rapid rotation. Magneti ux is believed
to generate all phenomena of stellar ativity in analogy to the solar ase.
In order to understand stellar dynamo proesses it is always instrutive to
investigate stars with very dierent physial onditions for a dynamo to work.
A key area is where stars beome ompletely onvetive. The lassial α−Ω
dynamo, responsible at least for the yli part of solar ativity, is believed
to be situated at the taholine between the radiative ore and the onvetive
envelope. This dynamo mehanism must ease towards lower mass objets.
2.1 Ativity
Stellar ativity is quantied through the strength of emission observed either
in broad wavelength regions (e.g., X-ray) or in spei spetral lines. Whih
traer is most suitable for the investigation of stellar ativity is a question
of the emission produed by the star and a question of the ontrast to the
spetral energy distribution of the photosphere.
X-rays are well suited indiators in a broad range of stars, beause the
blakbody emission from the star is virtually free of X-ray emission (i.e. the
ontrast is very high). X-ray observatories, however, are omparably small
(and few in number whih redues the available observing time) so that the
detetion threshold for X-ray emission is relatively high. It has been found
that the ratio of X-ray luminosity LX to bolometri luminosity Lbol even in
the most ative stars rarely exeeds a ratio of 10
−3
(e.g. Pizzolato et al.,
2003, and referenes therein). This means that X-ray emission from faint
(and small) VLMs with low Lbol is more diult to probe than from hotter
ones. X-ray measurements in eld surveys are available for objets as late as
mid-M, only sparse information is available for ooler ones.
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In the Sun, X-rays are produed in the orona and we usually assume
similar emission proesses in other stars. In sun-like stars, oronal emission
is losely onneted to hromospheri emission. The deep absorption ores of
the CaII H&K lines, MgII h&k lines, and other UV-lines are good regions to
look for hromospheri emission. In very ool objets, however, Hα is the line
of hoie partly beause the ontrast to the photosphere is muh weaker than
in hotter stars; it is rather strong and very easy to observe.
The vast majority of X-ray detetions in low mass stars omes from the
ROSAT mission (see for example Shmitt, 1995, and referenes therein). Un-
fortunately, the sensitivity of ROSAT did not allow to measure X-ray emission
in many objets of mid-M spetral type or later. A number of measurements
in seleted ative ultra-ool objets were arried out with Chandra and XMM
(e.g., Stelzer, 2004, and referenes therein; Robrade & Shmitt, 2005). Nor-
malized X-ray emission between logLX/Lbol = −2 and −4 was deteted dur-
ing ares in some objets. The overall (quiet) emission level, however, is
dereasing (see Fig. 4 in Stelzer et al., 2004) and mostly below the detetion
level. Emission observed in the Hα line is an indiator available for a muh
larger number of VLMs. Flares in very low mass objets reah a omparable
level in normalized Hα emission as observed in some X-ray observations. For
a rst omparison, it is probably not too wrong to assume that observations
of Hα emission probes similar mehanisms as X-ray observations do.
So far, in order to draw a omprehensive piture of stellar ativity from
early F stars to brown dwarfs, we have to ombine the results from dierent
traers. Reiners & Basri (2007) showed that X-ray and Hα measurements
among M-stars exhibit a rough orrespondene, i.e. for a rst estimate we
may assume LX/Lbol ≈ LHα/Lbol. In hotter stars, however, Takalo & Nousek
(1988) found an oset of about 1.8 dex between these two indiators (in hot-
ter stars there is also a lose orrespondene between CaII H&K and X-ray
emission as found by Sterzik & Shmitt, 1997). Hawley et al. (1996) found
a onstant oset between LX and LHα of only about half a dex in late-type
stars. A ensus of urrently available X-ray and Hα measurements is plotted
in Fig. 3. Although one has to keep in mind that the two traers, plotted
in red and blak , do not math eah other diretly (see above), the error
introdued is probably not larger than ∼0.5 dex at spetral types where more
Hα measurements beome available and X-ray measurements beome rare. In
any ase, the orrespondene between LX and LHα is probably not too bad,
and their diret omparison is very instrutive.
The urrent piture of stellar ativity may be summarized with the help of
Fig. 3: Among the sun-like stars earlier than M0, a lear age-rotation-ativity
dependene exists. Young (luster) stars show normalized X-ray luminosities
LX/Lbol roughly between −3 and −4, they are rapid rotators in the saturated
part of the rotation-ativity onnetion (see Patten & Simon, 1996; Pizzolato
et al., 2003). The older eld stars have normalized X-ray luminosities an order
of magnitude lower than their younger predeessors, i.e., LX/Lbol ≤ 10
−4
in
the eld. The level of ativity an be quite low and probably all sun-like
stars show some sort of ativity that ould be measured if the sensitivity was
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Figure 3: Normalized ativity vs. spetral type. X-ray and Hα emission are
shown on the same sale. Lines onnet observations of idential objets. X-
ray measurements (red) are from Voges et al., 1999 (eld stars, lled irles)
with spetral types from the Hipparos atalogue (ESA, 1997). Open irles
are luster stars from Pizzolato et al. 2003, eld stars from the same pub-
liation are plotted as lled irles. Hα (blak): small irles from Reid et
al., 1995 and Hawley et al., 1996; large irles from Mohanty & Basri, 2003,
Reiners & Basri, 2007, Reiners & Basri, in prep.; triangles from Shmidt et
al., 2007; stars from Burgasser et al., 2002 and Liebert et al., 2003.
high enough. Ativity sales with rotation period or Rossby number, whih is
rotation period divided by the onvetive overturn time. Among FK stars,
the onvetive overturn time does not hange dramatially so that relations
in rotation period or Rossby number are not too dierent.
A hange in normalized X-ray ativity among the eld stars is visible in
Fig. 3 between spetral types M0 and M5 (both in X-ray and in Hα). Around
spetral type M5, normalized X-ray luminosity ramps up and some mid-M
stars exhibit values as high as logLX/Lbol > −3. Stars in the spetral region
M0M7 from the volume-limited sample of Delfosse et al. (1998) are shown
separately in Fig. 4. This plot suggests a rise in maximum normalized X-ray
luminosity between spetral types M2 and M4 (a similar behavior is visible
in the Hα data in Fig. 2 of Hawley et al., 1996). This spetral range oinides
with the mass range where stars beome ompletely onvetive. The rise in
X-ray ativity is probably not the onsequene of an entirely dierent proess
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Figure 4: Normalized X-ray ativity as a funtion of spetral lass for M-type
stars. Data are taken from Delfosse et al., 1998.
of magneti eld generation. If that was the ase, it would imply that stars
in the ompletely onvetive regime are even more eiently generating mag-
neti elds, whih is diult to believe. As shown in Setion 2.2, the reason
for the rise in ativity is more likely weaker rotational braking in ompletely
onvetive stars. Fields stars beyond spetral type M4 are generally more
rapidly rotating, and there is ample evidene that the rotation ativity on-
netion still applies in fully onvetive mid-M stars (Mohanty & Basri, 2003;
Reiners & Basri, 2007). Thus, more rapid rotation leads to higher X-ray
emission. I will further disuss what happens at the threshold to omplete
onvetion in Setion 3.
From the growing number of Hα observations in VLMs, it is lear that
around spetral type M9, normalized Hα emission gradually dereases with
spetral type, i.e. with temperature. This eet is probably not diretly
related to a lak of magneti ux, but an rather be explained by the growing
neutrality of the old atmospheres (Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister, 1999; Fleming
et al., 2000; Mohanty et al., 2002).
Another way to searh for stellar ativity is looking for radio emission.
Güdel & Benz (1993) showed that in stars between spetral lass F and early-
M, X-ray and radio emission are intimately related. A probable explanation
is gyrosynhrotron emission of mildly relativisti eletrons. Plasma heating
and partile aeleration probably our in the same proess. Berger (2006)
searhed for radio emission in a sample of low mass objets. Although the
sensitivity in terms of normalized radio luminosity logLrad/Lbol would not
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allow the detetion of radio emission aording to the saling found by Güdel
& Benz (1993), Berger (2006) nds muh stronger radio emission in some
very low mass objets. Hallinan et al. (2006) argue that the strong and
modulating radio emission observed in some very low mass objets an be
explained by oherent radio emission (not inoherent emission). The magneti
elds they derive for very lowmass objets are on the order of kilo-Gauss whih
is onsistent with the observations by Reiners & Basri (2007) and higher than
the estimates from inoherent emission (see Berger, 2006, 2007).
2.2 Rotation
Rotation is generally believed to be intimately onneted to stellar ativity
through a dynamo proess depending on rotation rate. The more rapidly a
star rotates the more magneti ux is produed leading to enhaned ativity.
At a ertain rotation rate, ativity reahes a saturation level beyond whih
ativity remains at the same level independent of the rotation rate. At very
high veloities, ativity may even supersaturate, i.e. fall below the saturation
limit again (Patten & Simon, 1996; Randih, 1998). The level of the saturation
veloity is thought to sale with onvetive overturn time, i.e. saturation sets
in at onstant Rossby number. Combined with the smaller radius of lower
mass stars, this results in a drasti divergene of saturation veloities at the
stellar surfae. In early G-stars, this veloity is on the order of 2530 km s
−1
while in mid-M dwarfs it is less than 5 km s
−1
(e.g., Reiners, 2007). Suh
small rotation veloities are diult to measure partiularly in M dwarfs so
that the unsaturated part of the rotation ativity onnetion is not very well
sampled (but it still holds, see Reiners, 2007).
Rotation rates or surfae veloities an be measured through rotational
line broadening. This method, however, is only sensitive to the projeted ro-
tation veloity v sin i and is limited by the resolving power of the spetrograph
(typially to v sin i ≈ 3 km s−1 in M dwarfs). Rotation periods an diretly be
deteted if stars have (temperature) spots stable enough to persist longer than
the rotation period so that the brightness modulation indued an be followed
for some rotations. In very ool stars, this is a diult task beause the tem-
perature ontrast is probably very low so that the amplitude of the brightness
modulation is very small. Deteting rotation periods in old M-stars turned
out to be a very frustrating business with only a few suessful attempts so
far (e.g., Pettersen, 1983; Torres et al., 1983; Benedit et al., 1998; Kiraga
& Stepie«, 2007). One explanation for this is that lifetimes of spots in very
low mass stars are probably short while rotation periods are relatively long.
Suh spots will not show the same onguration after one full rotation ausing
non-periodi brightness variations. Satellite missions like COROT and Ke-
pler will provide a fresh look into rotation periods of low mass stars. Among
the younger objets, rotation periods from luster measurements were muh
more suessfull (see e.g. Sholz & Eislöel, 2004; 2007; Herbst et al., 2007
and referenes therein), and the rotational evolution at the rst few hundred
million years is muh better established than at later phases.
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Figure 5: Projeted rotation veloities in very low mass objets. Cirles: Field
M- and L-dwarfs from Reiners & Basri, 2007; Mohanty & Basri, 2003; Delfosse
et al., 1998; Reiners & Basri, in prep. Filled blue and red irles show objets
that are probably young and old, respetively. Open symbols are objets
with no age information available. Green squares: Subdwarfs from Reiners
& Basri, 2006a. Magenta stars: The three omponents of LHS 1070 from
Reiners et al., 2007. Open triangles: Field L- and T-dwarfs from Zapatero
Osorio et al., 2006.
Very ative M-stars, dMe stars, show strong brightness variations on very
short timesales. Suh ares are observed in outbursts of emission lasting
minutes to hours. Very ative dMe stars show aring ativity every some
hours. These stars are generally rapid rotators with rotation veloities on the
order of a few km s
−1
, and rotational line broadening an be relatively easy to
measure. They oupy the saturated part of the rotation-ativity onnetion.
Less ative M dwarfs are rotating very slowly. Their surfae rotation is on
the order of one km s
−1
and hene very diult to measure spetrosopially
(Reiners, 2007), beause a resolving power of more than 105 is required. Rota-
tion periods are on the order of days to weeks, whih in the absene of strong
brightness modulation and probably short lived spots (if any) is even more dif-
ult to detet. For the reasons given above, measurements of rotation rates
in M dwarfs are almost exlusively available for rapid rotators, not muh is
known about the distribution of rotation veloities below v sin i ≈ 3 km s−1.
In Fig. 5, I show a olletion of measured projeted rotation veloities,
v sin i, in eld objets (for referenes see aption to Fig. 5). The distribution
of v sin i among VLMs shows two remarkable features: (1) A sudden rise in
rotation veloities at spetral type M3.5/M4; and (2) a rising lower envelope
of minimum rotation veloities in the mid-M and L dwarf regime. I disuss
the two features in the following setions.
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2.2.1 The M dwarf spin-down puzzle
Delfosse et al. (1998) obtained projeted rotation veloities in a volume-
limited sample of roughly 100 eld M dwarfs. Although they ome to the
onlusion that the present data show no obvious feature in the rotational
veloity distribution at this type [around spetral type M3℄, or elsewhere
within the M0M6 range, their Fig. 3 shows quite a remarkable feature: The
old disk and Halo population exhibit very low rotation veloities (with possibly
a gradual inrease at spetral types later than M5). With only one exeption
(at spetral type M8), all old objets inluding the latest spetral types have
v sin i < 10 km s−1. On the other hand, the young disk population of eld M
dwarfs exhibits a break in the distribution of rotation veloities. All young
population members earlier than spetral type M3 show low rotation rates
(projeted rotation veloities on the order of the detetion limit), but several
rapid rotators with v sin i > 20 km s−1 are found at spetral types M4 and
later. Delfosse et al. onlude that the spin-down timesale is of the order
of a few Gyrs at spetral type M3M4, and of the order of 10 Gyr at spetral
type M6.
The sample of Delfosse et al. (1998) is inluded in Fig. 5. The break in
the v sin i distribution around spetral type M3.5 is learly visible: In this
ompilation, all stars earlier than spetral type M3 rotate slower than the
detetion limits (usually around v sin i = 3 km s−1). Stars of spetral type M4
or later exhibit rotation speeds up to 60 km s
−1
and more in some exeptional
ases. In general, the rapid rotators belong to the young population (blue
irles), i.e., rotational braking is still funtioning at mid-M spetral lass,
but it is obviously muh less eient than in hotter stars.
The standard theory of angular momentum evolution assumes that stars
aelerate during the rst million years beause of gravitational ontration.
One on the main sequene, angular momentum loss by a magneto-thermal
wind brakes the star. Chaboyer et al. (1995) and Sills et al. (2000) provide
a presription for angular momentum loss during stellar evolution. Angu-
lar momentum loss is proportional to some power of the angular veloity ω
(Mestel, 1984; Kawaler, 1988). The power law itself depends on the magneti
eld geometry with very strong braking in the presene of a radial eld and
lower braking if the eld is dipolar. Skumanih-type rotational braking with
v ∝ t−1/2 an be ahieved by a magneti topology between these two ases.
In this model, magneti braking is assumed to be proportional to some power
of the angular veloity ω as long as ω is small. At a ritial angular veloity,
ωcrit, the relation between angular momentum loss and ω hanges (see, e.g.,
Sills et al., 2000). One hoie of the saling of ωcrit is given in Krishnamurti
et al. (1997). They assume that ωcrit is inversely proportional to the onve-
tive overturn timesale (implying that saturation sets in at onstant Rossby
number).
The model of angular momentum evolution is very suessful in sun-like
stars of very dierent ages and a variety of spetral lasses (e.g., Barnes,
2007). The main parameters governing rotational braking in this model are
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the strength of the magneti eld and its geometry. If a similar braking law
applies to ompletely onvetive stars  and there is no reason to believe the
opposite  one of the two parameters must dramatially hange at least in
the young population of fully onvetive stars. As mentioned above, there is
no reason to believe that the magneti eld strength has a disontinuity at
spetral type M3.5 (maybe later it does), and I will disuss diret observations
of magneti elds in ompletely onvetive objets in Setion 2.3.
2.2.2 L-dwarf rotation and the age of the galaxy
The seond striking feature of the veloity distribution (Fig. 5) is the rising
lower envelope of rotation veloities at spetral types M7L8. At spetral
type M7, some stars still show very low rotation veloities on the order of
the detetion limit (about 3 km s
−1
). In ooler objets, however, the lowest
rotation veloities grow to about 10 km s
−1
around spetral type L2 up to the
order of several ten km s
−1
at spetral type L6L8. In the L-dwarf data shown
in Fig. 5 (mostly from Mohanty & Basri, 2003; Reiners & Basri, in prep.),
this lower envelope is rather well dened with only two objets falling below
a virtual line from M7 (zero rotation) up to L8 (about 40 km s
−1
). The two
outliers at spetral types L1 and L7.5 may be seen under small inlination
angles. Zapatero Osorio et al. (2006) measured rotation veloities in a sample
of brown dwarfs nding two L7 dwarfs at omparably low rotation veloities.
Furthermore, they measured rotation veloities between 15 and 30 km s
−1
in
a ouple of T dwarfs. To what extent systemati eets due to the dierent
tehniques used aet the results should not be disussed here but has to be
kept in mind for interpretating these results. Nevertheless, there is agreement
that rotation veloities in VLMs are muh higher than in hotter stars, whih
implies that rotational braking is probably muh weaker.
Is the rise of minimum rotational veloities with later spetral type indeed
a physial eet, or ould it be due to an observational bias? Brown dwarfs
do not establish a stable onguration like stars do. Young brown dwarfs are
muh brighter than old brown dwarfs so that a brightness limited survey (as
here) in general favors young brown dwarfs. The observed rise in minimum
rotational veloities ould mean that, for example, at spetral type L6 we
are only observing young (bright) objets that are still not eiently braked,
while at earlier spetral lasses we an already reah older objets that suered
braking for a muh longer time. In this piture a lak of slowly rotating late-L
and T dwarfs would simply mean that suh old objets are not ontained in
our sample beause they are too faint.
The fat that brown dwarfs ool during their entire lifetime makes the
interpretation of the brown dwarf rotational veloity distribution muh more
omplex than the stellar one. There, evolutionary traks in the v sin i /
spetral-type diagram essentially are vertial lines on whih the stars rise and
fall during phases of aeleration and braking. Brown dwarfs, on the other
hand, migrate through the spetral lasses, they start somewhere between
mid- and late-M spetral lass and eventually ool down to T-type or even
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later spetral lass. Thus, the distribution of rotation veloities with spetral
lass among brown dwarfs is a funtion of rotational evolution, oolings traks,
and of formation rates.
In Fig. 5, age information is inluded for a number of brown dwarfs. Al-
though sparse, the age information strongly suggests that the rise of the lower
envelope of minimum rotation veloities is not an observational bias but rather
a onsequene of rotational braking. If the brightness limit was the reason for
the observed distribution of rotation veloities, we would expet to see only
young objets among the mid- to late-L spetral lasses (those would atually
be of planetary mass). Old objets would only be visible at earlier spetral
types. Instead, the age information of our sample learly shows that the en-
tire lower envelope of rotation veloities is oupied mainly by objets of the
old disk or Halo populations, while stars rotating more rapidly are generally
younger at eah spetral type. This indiates that traks of rotational evolu-
tion go from the upper left to the lower right in Fig. 5. Thus, brown dwarfs
are indeed being braked during their evolution.
This interpretation of Fig. 5 is also supported by the ve individual ob-
jets ontained. The three objets plotted as stars are the three members of
LHS 1070 (GJ 2005, Reiners et al., 2007b). LHS 1070B and C have very simi-
lar spetral types (around M9) while the A-omponent is a little more massive
(M5.5). There are good arguments that the three omponents are of same
age, and that they are seen under omparable inlination angles. The two
ooler objets show similar projeted rotation veloities of v sin i ≈ 16 km s−1
while the earlier one is rotating at half that pae. This result also supports
the idea that isohrones in the rotation/spetral-type diagram run from the
lower left to the upper right. A possible explanation for this behavior is mass-
dependent rotational braking. The two objets plotted as lled squares in
Fig. 5 are subdwarfs that are probably among the oldest objets in our galaxy
(Reiners & Basri, 2006a). While the earlier subdwarf at spetral type sdM7
exhibits very low rotation, the sdL7 is rotating at the remarkably high speed
of v sin i ≈ 65 km s−1. After the long lifetime of probably several Gyrs, the
sub-L dwarf has not signiantly slowed down, whih means that rotational
braking in this objet must be virtually non-existing.
It is important to realize that, if the lower envelope of minimum rotational
veloities is oupied by the oldest brown dwarfs, these did not have enough
time to deelerate any further. Thus, the lower envelope of rotational velo-
ities is diretly onneted to the age of the galaxy, and it should extend to
lower v sin i in older populations.
Zapatero Osorio et al. (2006) show the rotational evolution of brown
dwarfs through the spetral lasses M, L, and T in the absene of braking.
Starting at veloities of v sin i = 10 km s−1, their test objets spin up due to
gravitational ontration to the nal rotation speed of some ten km s
−1
. This
piture is in qualitative agreement with the overall distribution of rotation
veloities among the latest brown (T-)dwarfs, but not with the rotation/age
distribution of L dwarfs. Nevertheless, the simulations of Zapatero Osorio
et al. show that the rotation of T dwarfs may be explained by gravitational
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ontration in the absene of any braking. The initial rotation veloities
between the L and T dwarfs populations must then be dierent, beause
this model annot explain rotation veloities as high as observed in the mid-
M/early-L type objets.
2.3 Magneti Fields
In order to understand the physial proesses behind stellar magneti ativity,
it is obviously desirable to diretly measure magneti elds. Unfortunately,
the diret measurement is muh more diult than measuring most of the
indiret ativity traers. The diret measurement of stellar magneti elds
usually means to measure Zeeman splitting in magnetially sensitive lines,
i.e. lines with a high Landé-g fator (e.g., Robinson, 1980; Mary et al. 1989;
Saar, 1996; Saar, 2001; Solanki, 1991 and referenes therein). This is usually
ahieved by omparing the proles of magnetially sensitive and insensitive ab-
sorption lines between observations and model spetra. An alternate method
that relies on the hange in line equivalent widths has been developed by Basri
et al. (1992). Modeling the Zeeman eet on spetral lines in both ases re-
quires the use of a polarized radiative transfer ode and knowledge of the
Zeeman shift for eah Zeeman omponent in the magneti eld. Furthermore,
it requires the observed lines to be isolated and that they an be measured
against a well-dened ontinuum. The latter beomes more and more diult
in ooler stars sine atomi lines vanish in the low-exitation atmospheres and
among the ubiquitous moleular lines that appear in the spetra of ool stars.
Measurements of stellar magneti elds arried out through detailed alu-
lations of polarized radiative transfer so far extend to stars as late as M4.5
(Johns-Krull & Valenti, 1996; 2000; Saar, 2001). In ooler objets, atomi
lines ould not be used for the above-mentioned reasons, and beause suitable
lines beome inreasingly rare.
Some magneti eld measurements in sun-like stars and early-M stars are
ompiled in the artiles by Saar (1996 and 2001), results are available for
spetral types G, K, and early M. Magneti eld strengths and lling fators,
i.e. the fration of the star that is lled with magneti elds, apparently grow
with later spetral type. To my knowledge, no detetion exists so far in stars
of spetral type F. At early-M spetral lasses, lling fators in the (very
ative) dMe stars approah unity with eld strengths of several kilo-Gauss.
In later stars and brown dwarfs, one alternative to atomi lines are moleu-
lar bands with well separated individual lines so that they an be distinguished
from eah other. Valenti et al. (2001) suggested that FeH would be a useful
moleular diagnosti for measuring magneti elds on ultra-ool dwarfs, but
they point out that improved laboratory or theoretial line data are required
in order to model the spetra diretly. Reiners & Basri (2006b) investigated
the possibility of deteting (and measuring) magneti elds in FeH lines of
VLMs through omparison between the spetrum of a star with unknown
magneti eld strength and a spetrum of a star in whih the magneti eld
strength is alibrated in atomi lines (early M dwarfs). Although the Zeeman
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Figure 6: Measurements of magneti ux in the dMe star Gl 406 (CN Leo).
Saled template spetra of a non-magneti star (blue line) and a magneti
star (red line, Bf ∼ 3.9 kG) are shown. The t to the data (green line) is the
interpolation between the two template spetra that best ts the data (see
Reiners & Basri, 2007).
splitting in lines of moleular FeH is not theoretially understood (but see
Afram et al., 2007), the eet of kilo-Gauss magneti elds on the sensitive
lines of FeH are easily visible, and magneti ux dierenes on the order of a
kilo-Gauss an be dierentiated. This method was employed to measure the
magneti ux in M-type objets down to spetral type M9 by Reiners & Basri
(2007) and Reiners et al. (2007a, 2007b) disovering strong magneti elds in
many ultra-ool dwarfs. An example of the detetion of a magneti eld in
Gl 406 (CN Leo) is shown in Fig. 6. A list of measurements of magneti ux
in M-type objets is ompiled in Table 1. Magneti ux Bf is plotted as a
funtion of spetral type in Fig. 7.
The detetions of strong magneti ux in objets as late as spetral type
M9 show that magneti eld generation is very eient in ompletely onve-
tive objets, too. The idea of vanishing dynamo ation at the threshold to
omplete onvetion is ertainly invalid hene a lak of magneti ux annot
be the reason for the weak magneti braking disussed above. Looking only
at the urrently available measurements of magneti ux, the opposite seems
to be true: Integrated ux grows with later spetral type, i.e. with deeper
onvetion zones (e.g. Saar, 1996). This impression, however, is probably
due to an observational bias. It is known that ativity (hene magneti eld
generation) sales with rotation period or Rossby number. At a given Rossby
number (or period), hotter (and larger) stars have higher surfae rotation
veloities than ooler objets. The measurement of magneti Zeeman split-
ting requires narrow spetral lines in order to disriminate between Zeeman
splitting and other broadening mehanisms. Thus, the strong elds that are
probably generated in more rapidly rotating, earlier stars annot be deteted
by urrent observational strategies.
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Table 1: Measurements of magneti ux among M dwarfs. Young objets are
shown in the lower part of the table.
Name Spetral Type v sin i Bf Ref
[km s
−1
℄ [kG℄
Gl 70 M2.0 ≤3 0.0 a
Gl 729 M3.5 4 2.2 a,b
Gl 873 M3.5 ≤3 3.9 a,b
AD Leo M3.5 ≈3 2.9 a,b
Gl 876 M4.0 ≤3 0.0 a
GJ 1005A M4.0 ≤3 0.0 a
GJ 299 M4.5 ≤3 0.5 a
GJ 1227 M4.5 ≤3 0.0 a
GJ 1224 M4.5 ≤3 2.7 a
YZ Cmi M4.5 5 > 3.9 a,b
Gl 905 M5.0 ≤3 0.0 a
GJ 1057 M5.0 ≤3 0.0 a
LHS 1070 A M5.5 8 2.0 
GJ 1245B M5.5 7 1.7 a
GJ 1286 M5.5 ≤3 0.4 a
GJ 1002 M5.5 ≤3 0.0 a
Gl 406 M5.5 3 2.12.4
a,d
GJ 1111 M6.0 13 1.7 a
VB 8 M7.0 5 2.3 a
LHS 3003 M7.0 6 1.5 a
LHS 2645 M7.5 8 2.1 a
LP 412−31 M8.0 9 > 3.9 a
VB 10 M8.0 6 1.3 a
LHS 1070 B M8.5 16 4.0 c
LHS 1070 C M9.0 16 2.0 c
LHS 2924 M9.0 10 1.6 a
LHS 2065 M9.0 12 > 3.9 a
CY Tau M1.0 11
e 1.2 f
DF Tau M1.0 19
g 2.9 f
DN Tau M1.0 10
g 2.0 f
DH Tau M1.5 8
g 2.7 f
DE Tau M2.0 7
g 1.1 f
AU Mi M2.0 8
h 2.3 i
2MASS1207 M8.0 13 < 0.8 j
a
Reiners & Basri, 2007 (anhored at measurements from Johns-Krull & Valenti, 2000)
b
Johns-Krull & Valenti, 2000

Reiners et al., 2007b
d
Reiners et al., 2007a
e
Hartmann et al., 1986
f
Johns-Krull, 2007
g
Johns-Krull & Valenti, 2001
h
Sholz et al., 2007
i
Saar, 1994
j
Reiners & Basri, submitted
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Figure 7: Measurements of magneti ux in M dwarfs. Grey irles are young
objets, blak irles are old objets. Unertainties are usually on the order
of several hundred Gauss.
Nevertheless, the result from the growing amount of magneti ux mea-
surements in low mass stars is that a fully onvetive dynamo an easily
generate mean elds of kG-strength. Reiners & Basri (2007) showed that Hα
ativity in VLMs sales with magneti ux just as X-ray emission does in
hotter stars (e.g. Saar, 2001). From this perspetive, no hange appears in
the generation of magneti ativity at the onvetion boundary.
Fully onvetive objets oupy a large region in the HR-diagram (Fig. 1).
Objets later than spetral type ∼M3.5 are always ompletely onvetive, and
more massive stars develop a radiative ore within the rst ∼10Myr with the
exat time depending on their mass. Fully onvetive dynamos an also be
studied in pre-main sequene stars during their fully onvetive phase. It is
interesting to note that with one exeption (the M2 dwarf Gl 70), probably all
objets shown in Fig. 7 are fully onvetive. Among the eld stars, however,
only the slowly rotating ones have no strong (and large) magneti eld. The
rotation-ativity onnetion seems to be intat at least in the sense that rapid
rotation involves the generation of a strong magneti eld (Mohanty & Basri,
2003; Reiners & Basri, 2007). It is somewhat disturbing that the only objet
later than M6 without a strong magneti eld is the young areting brown
dwarf 2MASS 1207334393254 (hereafter 2MASS 1207), whih was found to
drive a jet (Whelan et al., 2007). The surfae rotation veloity of 2MASS 1207
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is at the high end of veloities ompared to its older (but more massive)
ounterparts at similar spetral type (v sin i ≈ 512 km s−1), whih is a good
argument for a strong magneti eld. The lak of a strong magneti eld on
2MASS 1207 may indiate that magneti eld generation is also a funtion of
age. Reiners & Basri (submitted) estimate that the magneti eld required
for magnetospheri aretion in 2MASS 1207 is only about 200G, i.e. fully
within the unertainties of the magneti ux measurement. They speulate
that during the aretion phase the magneti eld may be governed by the
aretion proess rather than by the internal generation through a onvetive
dynamo, as is probably the ase in older objets.
The puzzle of magneti eld generation in fully onvetive stars is urrently
reeiving tremendous attention. Complementary strategies to investigate the
strength and topology of magneti elds in fully onvetive objets are applied
very suessfully. With the Zeeman Doppler Imaging tehnique, Donati et al.
(2006) showed that the rapidly rotating fully onvetive M4 star V379 Peg
exhibits a large sale mostly axisymmetri magneti topology. This nding is
apparently ontraditing the idea that fully onvetive objets only generate
small sale elds. Browning (2007), performed simulations of dynamo ation
in fully onvetive stars demonstrating that kG-strength magneti elds with a
signiant mean (axisymmetri) omponent an be generated without the aid
of a taholine (see also Durney et al., 1993; Küker & Rüdiger, 1999; Chabrier
& Küker, 2006; Dobler et al., 2006). From radio observations, Berger (2006)
onluded that fully onvetive objets must have strong magneti elds, and
he nds that in very low mass stars the ratio of radio to X-ray emission is larger
than in sun-like stars. Hallinan et al. (2006) found rotational modulation of
radio emission from a rapidly rotating M9 dwarf. They onlude that the radio
emission is diult to reonile with inoherent gyrosynhrotron radiation,
and that a more likely soure is oherent, eletron maser emission from above
the magneti poles. This suggestion, motivated by independent observations,
also requires the magneti dipole (or multipole) to take the form of a large-
sale eld with kG-strength. And reently, Berger et al. (2007) showed in
a multi-wavelength observation in an M9 objet that X-ray, Hα, and radio
observations not neessarily orrelate in time. This raises the interesting
question whether heating mehanisms dier between sun-like stars and VLMs.
Another interesting aspet of magneti elds in VLMs is the question
whether magnetism an eetively suppress onvetive heat transport. Stas-
sun et al. (2006, 2007) disovered the elipsing binary brown dwarf 2MASS
J053521840546085 (2MASS 0535). They found that the more massive pri-
mary surprisingly is ooler than the less massive seondary. A possible expla-
nation for this temperature reversal is a strong magneti eld on the primary
inhibiting onvetion (Chabrier et al., 2007). Reiners et al. (2007) disovered
that Hα emission in the primary is at least a fator of 7 stronger than in the
seondary. This supports the idea of a strong magneti eld on the primary
of 2MASS 0535. Eetive ooling due to the presene of magneti elds on
low-mass stars would have impat on the mass-luminosity relation (see, e.g.,
Stauer & Hartmann, 1984; Hawley et al., 1996; López-Morales, 2007).
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3 What happens at the threshold to omplete
onvetion?
There is no doubt that around spetral type M3.5 a hange in the interior
of main-sequene stars ours, although the exat lous of the onvetion
boundary may shift towards later spetral types in the presene of strong
magneti elds (Mullan & MDonald, 2001). Stars earlier than the onvetion
boundary develop a radiative ore and a taholine of shear at whih a sun-
like interfae dynamo an work. Stars ooler than the onvetion threshold do
not harbor a taholine beause no radiative ore is developed. From the Sun
we know that at least the yli part of dynamo ation is due to a dynamo
operating at the taholine. This sort of dynamo an ertainly not work in
ompletely onvetive objets, and if the interfae dynamo was the only one
able to produe strong magneti elds, objets later than M3.5 simply ould
not produe magneti ux and magneti ativity at all.
Ativity measurements aross the onvetion boundary and the diret de-
tetion of kG-strength magneti elds in ompletely onvetive objets rule
out the possibility that the interfae dynamo is the only funtioning type of
dynamo in the stellar ontext. Obviously, ompletely onvetive objets man-
age to generate large-sale elds and probably also strong axisymmetri om-
ponents. Furthermore, the rapid rise of the fration of objets exhibiting Hα
emission at mid-M spetral lass (West et al., 2004) ould even be interpreted
by dynamo eieny that is higher in the fully onvetive regime. However,
the lue to an understanding of dynamo ativity in ompletely onvetive ob-
jets is probably rotation and rotational braking. The rising fration of ative
stars at mid-M spetral type is possibly due to the fat that fully onvetive
stars in general are more rapidly rotating than early-M dwarfs with radiative
ores, and that the rotation-ativity relation is still working.
The rotational veloities of eld M dwarfs show a remarkable rise around
spetral type M3.5  exatly where they are believed to beome fully on-
vetive. Braking timesales on either side of the onvetive boundary dier
by about an order of magnitude. The hange in rotational braking ould be
suient to explain the rising fration of ative M dwarfs. Thus, the key ques-
tion is: What is the reason for the weak rotational braking in fully onvetive
objets?
The strength of rotational braking depends on two main parameters: (I)
the strength of the magneti eld, and (II) the geometry of the magneti eld.
Beause the strength of the magneti eld does not seem to dier between
partially and fully onvetive stars (the latter may even have stronger elds), it
is probably the magneti eld geometry that diers between the two regimes.
A sudden break in magneti eld geometry at spetral type M3.5 ould explain
why no rapid rotators are found at spetral types M0M3, but are found at
later spetral types. A predominantly small-sale magneti eld would lead
to less braking than a large-sale eld would. Indiret observations of the
magneti eld topology, however, suggest that large sale axisymmetri elds
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do exist at least in some of them. Theory also seems not to be in onit with
the generation of suh elds through a fully onvetive dynamo. However,
in order to deide whether the magneti topology diers on either side of
the onvetion boundary, we must onvine ourselves that our observational
methods are sensitive to the aspets in question. In the ase of fully onvetive
stars, this means that we must look for small sale elds, whih annot be
entirely exluded by the reent results of Zeeman Doppler Imaging, beause
it is not sensitive to the very small sales. One possibility is that a high
density of losed loops near the stellar surfae prevents the outow of a wind
whih normally would brake the objet. Measurements of radio emission due
to axisymmetri elds also annot exlude the presene of small sale elds
on the surfae of fully onvetive objets.
Mass-dependent rotational braking an in priniple explain the slope of
rotational veloities in L-dwarfs. Whether an abrupt hange is required in
the magneti properties of stars around the onvetion boundary in order
to explain the distribution of their rotation rates, is not known. In order
to answer this question, a larger, statistially well dened sample is needed
overing stars of dierent ages. With the urrent instrumentation, this task
an be addressed within the near future.
4 Summary
During the last deade our piture of and beyond the bottom of the main
sequene has tremendously sharpened. In the ESO symposium on The Bot-
tom of the Main Sequene  and beyond in 1994, the last spetral bin in an
M-dwarf sample onsisted of objets of spetral lass M5.5+ (Hawley, 1995).
Sine then, our view of VLMs rapidly reahed out muh further thanks to
several surveys and large telesopes apable of olleting high quality data
of faint stars and brown dwarfs. We have followed the main sequene down
to the faintest stars and beyond it to brown dwarfs ooler than 1000K. In
partiular, we are now srutinizing the two regions of major hanges in the
physis of low mass objets; the threshold to omplete onvetion and the
threshold to brown dwarfs. From an observational point, there is still not
muh to say about the latter; it does not seem to have very large impat on
the surfae properties of low mass objets (and its ativity, Mokler & Stelzer,
2002). Disriminating between low mass stars and heavy brown dwarfs is still
a hallenge.
The threshold to omplete onvetion is expeted to inuene the observ-
able properties of low mass stars. Observations at either side of the onvetion
boundary an be sorted into two groups, those without evidene for a hange
in magneti eld generation and those with evidene for it:
Parameters not aeted by the threshold to omplete onvetion:
1. The mean levels of ativity measurements in X-ray, Hα, and other tra-
ers do not provide signiant evidene for a hange in magneti eld
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generation. In partiular, mean hromospheri and oronal emission is
not observed to diminish around spetral type M3.5. At later spe-
tral lass (around M9), ativity dereases with lower temperature. The
reason for this is probably not less dynamo eieny but the growing
neutrality of the ooler atmosphere.
2. Diret measurements of magneti elds show that kG-strength magneti
elds are still generated in fully onvetive stars. Suh elds are deteted
in objets as late as M9, whih is far beyond the onvetion boundary.
Fully onvetive stars apparently harbor strong elds that oupy a large
fration of their surfae.
3. Zeeman Doppler Imaging and measurements of persistent periodi radio
emission suggest that fully onvetive objets still harbor large sale
axisymmetri magneti eld omponents.
Parameters indiating a break at the onvetion boundary:
1. Around spetral type M3.5, a sudden break is observed in the distribu-
tion of rotational veloities v sin i. On its ool side, hardly a single eld
M dwarf is known with deteted rotational broadening; members of the
young and the old disk populations are rotating at a very low rate. On
the ool side of the boundary, however, many young disk objets are
known with deteted rotation veloities, some of them rotating at sev-
eral ten km s
−1
. At the threshold to omplete onvetion, the braking
timesale hanges by about an order of magnitude.
2. The highest normalized emission found in X-ray or Hα emission of eld
dwarfs is about an order of magnitude larger at spetral type M4 than
it is around M2.
3. The fration of ative stars exhibits a steep rise from below 10% at
spetral lass M3 to more than 50% at M5.
The two last points in favor of a hange at the onvetion boundary may
be explained by the higher fration of rapid rotators among ompletely on-
vetive objets (point 1). A possible senario is that in fully onvetive objets
weaker braking leads to higher rotation veloities in objets observed in the
eld. With the rotation ativity onnetion still working, this implies a higher
fration of ative stars. Higher rotation veloities also lead to higher max-
imum emission levels. If this senario is true, the key question is: Why is
rotational braking less eient in fully onvetive objets? One possible an-
swer is a hange in the magneti topology due to a dierent dynamo proess,
and this possibility is urrently reeiving high attention.
Related open questions are the following:
• In stars with radiative ores, what is the fration of the magneti ux
that is generated within the onvetion zone, and what is the fration
generated in the interfae dynamo?
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• Does (and to what extent does) the rotation ativity onnetion hold in
fully onvetive objets?
• Does the fully onvetive dynamo depend on dierential rotation (and
how does the interfae dynamo)?
• What is the magneti topology of fully onvetive objets (and what is
the topology of rapidly rotating sun-like stars)?
• How does magneti eld generation evolve with age?
• Are strong magneti elds generated in brown dwarfs, too?
The investigation of the properties of VLMs and of stars around the on-
vetion boundary has long been hampered by tehnial diulties obtaining
suitable data (and a suient amount of them). Today, our observational
equipment is ertainly suited to takle some of these questions. Theoretial
onsiderations together with numerial alulations are pushing and question-
ing our understanding of low mass star and brown dwarf physis. Within the
near future, we an ertainly expet answers to some of the open questions at
the bottom of the main sequene and beyond it.
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